
In order to meet the expectations of our clients who build GPON networks based on  ZTE OLTs in LMS 

platform (Lan Management System) we’ve created authorial improvement to LMS. This improvement 

allows easy authorization, registration and management of CPE (Customer Premises Equipment) 

Extralink 1GE ONU GPON VENUS. 
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Extralink 1GE ONU GPON VENUS is a CPE device functioning in GPON 

technology. It has one PON and one Gigabit Ethernet port. 

Extralink 1GE ONU GPON VENUS operates in bridge mode and it is fully 

compatible with- IEE 802.3-2005 and GPON standard. The device can also 

provide high-speed data transmission for its clients. 

 

Below in the table there are some key features of the product: 

 

1x GPON port (uplink 1.25Gbps / downlink 2.5Gbps) 
1x Gigabit Ethernet port (10/100/1000Mbps) 

Compatibility with the IEEE802.3ah standard 

Layer 2 support 

Support of 802.1Q VLAN, VLAN conversion support 

Support of the Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) 

Quality of Services 

IGMP Snooping 

Auto-loop detect 

Power failure alarm 

Power supply 12V DC 

Maximum power consumption: 4W  

 

LMS easily finds VENUS device. Thanks to it, Extralink 1GE ONU GPON VENUS 

can be remotely registered. After registration the device runs its services for 

the clinet.  

In general, change is all about correct decoding of CPE serial number. 

All ONU devices, which are based on this method, will be detected correctly. 

 



 

 

 

This change involves a few simple steps based on the checksum of the original 

file: 

1. If the checksum of the original file in particular installation will be 

compatible, then you only need to replace the file. 

2. If the checksum is different, you replace the file on your own risk. 

3. If you are afraid of change, feel free to contact us. We will try to 

introduce an amendment to the specific installation. 

 

The checksum of the original file: 51f3ca0886f7c61cf74bda96b4d19918 

File path: $LMS./plugins/LMSGponZtePlugin/lib/GPON_SNMP.class.php 

 

Due to the numerous queries concerning registration of Extralink 1GE ONU 

GPON VENUS in C300 and C320 ZTE OLTs, below we attach sample 

configuration for ZTE C300, which enables troublefree registration of the 

device. 



 


